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Across
3. French lawyer, man of letters, and 

political philosopher who lived during the 

Age of Enlightenment.

9. a period of violence that occurred 

after the onset of the French Revolution, 

incited by conflict between two rival 

political factions

10. German mathematician, astronomer, 

and astrologer. A key figure in the 17th 

century scientific revolution

11. fought on Sunday, 18 June 1815, near 

Waterloo in present-day Belgium, then part 

of the United Kingdom of the Netherlands.

12. King of Navarre from 1572 to 1610 

and King of France from 1589 to 1610. He 

was the first French monarch of the House 

of Bourbon

13. French military and political leader 

who rose to prominence during the French 

Revolution and led several successful 

campaigns during the Revolutionary Wars

14. Grand Prince of Moscow from 1533 

to 1547 and 'Tsar of All the Russias' from 

1547 until his death in 1584.

15. French Enlightenment writer, 

historian, and philosopher famous for his 

wit, his attacks on the established Catholic 

Church

Down
1. English physicist and mathematician 

who is widely recognised as one of the 

most influential scientists of all time and as 

a key figure in the scientific revolution.

2. King of Prussia from 1740 until 1786

4. Italian astronomer, physicist, 

engineer, philosopher, and mathematician 

who played a major role in the scientific 

revolution during the Renaissance.

5. Put taxes on beards in Russia

6. philosopher, writer, and composer of 

the 18th century. His political philosophy 

influenced the Enlightenment in France 

and across Europe

7. English philosopher, best known 

today for his work on political philosophy.

8. the Sun King, was a monarch of the 

House of Bourbon who ruled as King of 

France from 1643 until his death.


